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Kearney celebrates
move to university
By Gene Schi_nzel

Managing Editor

Antelope/Dana Toberer

Gov. Ben Nelson reads the proclamation Monday afternoon that declares July 1 as University of Nebraska-Kearney Day.

At the exact moment that the calenddr
changed months from June to July, a historical change took place in Kearney.
At the moment that the clock struck July
1, Kearney State College became the University of Nebraska-Kearney, leaving the
state college system and joining the state
university system.
The day of the name change had been
long anticipated since 1989 when the state
legislative bill, LB247, moved the institution from the state college system to the
University of Nebraska system.
A full day of activities to celebrate UNK
began at 6:30 a.m. with a fun walk which
wound through the campus.
Kearney Mayor Ron Larson and Pete
Kotsiopulos, Kearney city councilman and
former chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the Nebraska State Colleges, led over
100 UNK faculty, students and community
members on the walk.
At noon, Gov. Ben Nelson read a proclamation declaring July 1 as University of
Nebraska-Kearney Day as part of a ceremony which took place at the Carillon
Bell tower.
"This is a milestone event for the University of Nebraska-Kearney, it's a milestone
for the entire university," said Dr. Martin
Massengale, chancellor of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. "Milestones mean
progress. This campus has made a lot of
progress the past several years."
State Sen. Doug Kristensen of Minden
said it was hard for him to believe that the
change to UNK was finally a reality. But he
added that just because the institution is
now a university, UNK must continue to
forge ahead.
"The honor isn't getting to be part of the

.(university) system," Kristensen said. "The
honor and responsiblity is from today forward. We've known Kearney to be the shining star, now it's the brightest light.
"I think this is the most aggressive, progressive campus in the university system and
it will continue to be that way."
UNK Chancellor William Nester, Bob
Young, president of faculty senate, and Bob
Caldwell, president of student senate, also
spoke to the crowd of nearly 200 people
during the ceremony.
The day's events came to an end when
Gov. Nelson planted a tree cast of the Carillon Belltower to symbolize the beginning
of UNK.
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Theft occurs at complex
By Bob Lauterbach
Staff Writer
A VCR remote and monitor were reported missing from the University of
Nebraska-Kearney Health and Sports Center at approximately 7:20 a.m. on Wednesday, June 19.
Campus Security Director Bill Davis
said that initially a campus security officer
was sent to investigate a vandalism report
~hich involved the discharge of fire extinguishers and was then called back over to investigate the missing equipment.
"We speculate that it was the people who
did the vandalism (that also stole the equipment)," Davis said.
Davis said campus security is too understaffed to complete a fuU investigation of

the incident and that as of yet, the Kearney
Police Departmen t hasn't solved the
matter.
Davis said there were not insecure doors
or signs of forced entry reported, and it was
possible that the perpetrators could have
stayed in a bathroom or a back hallway
when the doors were being locked.
"I don't think it was college people," Davis said.
On the same night of the theft at the
Health and Sports Complex, the Nature
Barn at Cottonmill Lake was attacked, with
several animals killed and several injured.
Davis said he doesn't believe the two incidents were related.
"It was just a coincidenc e," Davis said.
"It just happened to happen on the same
night."

Construction continues
on university cam pus
By Paul Walkowiak
Staff Writer
The University of Nebraska-K earney is
receiving an upgrade of the electronic distribution system and an increase in the power provided to the university, according to
Ron Smith, director of the UNK physical
plant.

RESERVE

The remodel will raise incoming power
from 4,160 volts to 12,500 volts. The increase in voltage will improve efficiency,
reducing the cost to UNK over the long run,
Smith said.
The work is being done in conjunction
will Nebraska Public Power District. The
contractor is Kayton Electric of Holdrege.

continued on page 14
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GRE Exam to be given
The Graduate Record Examinatio n will
have a special summer testing date Friday,
July 26, at 8 a.m. in Founders Hall, Room
2210.
The registration fee is $50 payable upon
registration. Registrations will be accepted
as long as space is available. For more information, contact the Office of Graduate Studies in Founders Hall at 234-8500.

GPRPF plays now on
Seven different plays will be performed
this month at the third annual Great Platte
River Playwright 's Festival on the UNK
campus.
The seven plays, and the dates and Limes
they will be performed, include: "O Pioneers!," July 13, 14, 19, 24, 77, 31 and Aug.
2, all at 8 p.m. in the Miriam Drake Theatre,
and matinees July 21 and 28 at 3 p.m.
"Black Elk Speaks" will be performed
July 16 at 8 p.m. at the Hostleter .Amphitheatre. "Coyote Tales," July 5, 12, 26
and Aug. 3, all at 8 p.m. at the Hostleter
Amphitheatre. "Prairie Creek, Nebraska,"
July 6, 10, 17, 20, 23 and Aug. 1, all at 8
p.m. in the Miriam Drake Theatre.
"Cinderella " will be performed July 3, 7,
9, 18, 25 and 30, all at 8 p.m. at the Hostleter

OFFI CERS ' TRAI NING
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Amphitheatre. "The Frog Princess," July
12, 13, 26 and 27, all at 10 a.m. at the Hostleter Amphitheatre. "King Trident," July 5,
6, 19, 20, Aug. 2 and 3, all at 10 a.m. at the
Hostleter Amphitheatre.
For more information about the festival
or tickets, contact the UNK theatre box office at 234-8417.

Planetarium Presenting
Shows
Shows about the sun and constellations
are currently being presented in the UNK
planetarium in Bruner Hall of Science.
Shows about constellations in the present
sky will be shown every Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. now through Aug. 3. Four
shows about the sun and the solar eclipse
that will occur July 11 will be presented Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. both
days.
Admission to the shows is $2 for adults
and $1 for children, students, senior citizens
and KSC faculty and staff.
The UNK physics department is also selling eclipse glasses that will allow people to
view the July I I eclipse safely.
For more information, contact the KSC
physics department at 234-8277.
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_Tuition increase raises tough questions
I met a student the other day who hadn't
heard about the tuition increase for next fall
in the context of the greedy faculty salary
increase.
I wanted to frame him, but he was a nontrad who had read too many old-fashioned
police stories and misunderstood me.
Oh, you haven't heard about the tuition
increase for students either. Say, I've been
away for awhile. Did the adminstrative
leaders of education in Nebraska complain
as loudly about how their salaries increases
as they complained about ours? Did they
offcrto pay back a chunk of theirs to help us
poor taxpaycrs? ... Uh, just checking!
This is vacation time. Have you noticed
how people willingly pay for every increa se
in their bar bill, their booze prices? Have
yo u observed how people happily shell out
big bucks for entertainment centers?
Worlds of Fun, for example.
Maybe yo u have missed higher prices for
Big Red tickets which has no effect on
ga me aLLcndancc. And look at how peopl e
continue to pay more for Red Tide Rising of
Junk.
Have you enjoyed paying more and more
for clothes and automobiles which last less
and less? Think of Air Jordan (shoes, I be-

David
Stevenson
Faculty
Columnist

Chalk Dust
li cve, or is it T-shirts?).
And you've heard of sky-rocketing airline prices (including Air Sununu). Actually, some of us are mad at Sununu because
he is a government servant (using the word
loosely, I admit), and we don ' t want government servants getting big business
freebies.
But why is it that we arc willing to pay
more and more for our private pleasures
and get grumpy about paying more and
more taxes.
Why is it that students arc known to pay
more and more for books without much

generously paid and magnanimou sly
distributed.
Some day Nebraskans will act like the
blessed Christians they are (and purport to
be on Sundays) and generously support
what we all need: schools, roads, care for
the less forlllnate, etc.
Some clay. I keep hearing that old TY ad
that says, "Some Day is Now!" (Yeah, I've
been out in the sun too long.)
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complaint (old KSC was the only college I
know of that has no student-run book exchange to help students), and yet they lament about higher tuition.
There is a reason for this, of course. Capital ism. According to the tenets of capitalism, it's fair for the business person to
charge what the market will bear, but it's
not fair for the government to do so.
Why? Because we allegedly have a
choice to spend or not spend for free market
stuff (like food, clothing, housing, medicine and the like), while we have no choice
but to pay taxes which supports the poor,
the homeless and helpless, the criminals,
the students, teachers, professors, postage,
bombers, Air Sununu, and the like.
It is a good principle, but there arc some
exceptions. For example, have you wondered why people continue to pay more for
medical services? Is thi s free enterpri se?
As we vacation our way through this
summer, let' s pause and pray for a generous
electorate who believes that just as in priv~te business so in government we get what
we pay for!
Some day, maybe, Nebraskans will discover that the price of patriotism and the
quality of public citizenship is taxes! Taxes,
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Students· to face hike
during fall semester
By Julie Eilers and
Debbie Hurt
Staff Writers
Students enrolled at Kearney State College can expect more than the name change
this fall.
The budget has changed, dragging along
an 11.1 percent tuition hike for resident
undergraduate students and a 13.6 percent
increase for non-resident undergraduate
students.
Tuition for graduate students has also increased. Resident graduate students will be
adrung on another 17.6 percent while nonresident graduate students can expect a 22.4
percent increase.
Earl Rademacher, UNK vice president of
administration and finance, said UNK's
level of funding is lower for tax dollars than
other institutions. The Board of Regents requested $3.8 million in supplemental funds
for KSC but the amount achieved was
devastating.
Board of Regents member Jqhn Payne of
Kearney said the minimum should have
been $3.5 million.
UNK is receiving $350,000 in supplemental funds for the 1991-92 budget and
another $350,000 for 1992-93. In add ition,

the Iegisiature approved $275,000 to covet
transition costs.
Rademacher said the amount is helping
but the funding oeficiency is great and the
availability of state funds has made the
transition more rufficult. He also added that
we're the only institution in Nebraska to receive the supplemental funding.
While this funding deficiency may seem
to be here to stay, Regents Margaret Robinson of Norfolk and Nancy O'Brien of
Waterloo agreed that it may take a while to
recover.
"A two-year budget is bad, but when the
state funding is bad, everyone is hurt," Robinson said. "The real judgement needs to
be made in five years."
O'Brien noted that it seems the state has
taken less responsibility in educating students and put it on the backs of students. Although O ' Brien was grateful for the
funding, she was not necessarily satisfied.
"The state pays less and students pay
more, the only other way is to cut programs
which has a more negative effect," she said.
Regent Charles Wilson of Lincoln said
the board was disappointed with money for
the whole university system and, even
though there is a tuition increase to make up
continued on page 7

24-hour cash
at 50.000
cash machines

Challenges face UNK
By Julie Eilers and
Debbie Hurt
Staff Writers
Challenges will continue for the
University of Nebraska-Kearney as it
enters into the university system and
redefines its position in Nebraska
higher education.
UNK became a reality Monday after a three-year struggle. The struggle
will continue as UNK finds its place in
the Nebraska system and is faced with
major underfunding problems.
According to William Nester,
chancellor of UNK, .the transition is
going well.
"UNK has been accepted as an
equal partner in one with the.University of Nebraska-Lincoln and the University of Nebraska-Omaha and the
professional exchanges between the
faculty and the administration have
exceeded expectation," Nester said.
"Our institutions together are better. Because of our inclusion, all clements will assist each other in creating
a better system."
Board of Regents member Margaret Robinson of Norfolk agrees.
"Kearney is new and has had an impact on the state, people come from all
over the state," Robinson said. "Kearney will continue to attract a state

wide student body."
However, State Senator Doug Kristensen of Minden said he felt the
whole attitude of the university system accepting UNK may take a while.
"We're an illegitimate child coming into a system that needs to wanl
us, " he said. "That is expected,
though , when you change any
system."
Kristensen said he does sec the negatives as short-term and that the benefits outweigh negatives.
Regent Charles Wilson of Lincoln
said he sees each of the universities
conOicting and competing with one
another. Wilson said that each university must remember to keep in mind
its role and mission.
"The state can't allow duplication
and triplication, if it does, we have
three comprehensive graduate research institutions being three thirdrate institutions," Wilson said. "We
can't afford that. "
Earl Rademacher, UNK vice president of administration and finance,
said becoming a university is a benefit
to students and will better serve
Nebraska.
"Giving access to a university in the
central part of Nebraska is a further
improvement of quality, " Rademacher said.
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Deans believe change will enhance UNK
By Misty Leep
Staff Writer
'

Change is in the air and as with change of
any nature, anticipation and uncertainty
abound.
New policies, opportunities and problems now face administrators who must
make adjustments in conjunction with
Kearney State College officially becoming
the University of Nebraska-Kearney on
July 1.
According to the six UNK academic
deans, the move to join the university system will enhance this institution as a whole
in the long run.
Dr. Hal Bertilson, Dean of Natural and
Social Sciences, said the administration has
much to learn about the way other institutions in the system operate.
"One advantage of the transition is policies and procedures that UNO and UNL
have that we don't," he said.
Bertilson said new policy as a university
provides for faculty governance at the College of Natural and Social Sciences level
that had previously not existed.
Before the change, governance of faculty
and programs rested on the dean and a
council of various department chairs, some
of whom were not directly involved with
that particular school.
He said different disciplines think differently, but with the new policy, the faculty
of the College of Natural and Social Sci-

ences have an outlet to make the best decisions for their own departments without
having to rely on those from other
di sciplines.
Opportunity for such localized governance now presents itself to all other disciplines as well, in that each discipline will
have its own constitution in which to develop its own policies.
Dr. Betty Becker-Theye, Dean of Fine
Arts and Humanities, said the faculty of that
college is excited about joining the university system. She said her staff sees it as an
opportunity to make policy that has a more
immediate impact on student's needs.
"We're very committed to quality and
fostering creativity," she said. She said she
feels the transition will augment such goals.
She said university status provides opportunities in terms of availability of resources from which to draw by enabling
staff to work more closely with and learn
from faculty of the other universities in the
system.
Becker-Theye also said that one important change taking place involves the titles
of various disciplines.
Where the discipline had been called the
"School of Fine Arts and Humanities," for
example, it will now be called the "College
of Fine Arts and Humanities," she said. The
same change will occur in all disciplines.
According to Becker-Theye, as "colleges," the various disciplines gain recogni-

1963 change showed
By Paul Walkowiak
Staff Writer
The 1963 name change from State
Teachers College to Kearney State College
helped bring about slow stable growth
which helped lay the foundation on which
today's transition to the University of
Nebraska-Kearney is being built.
Harland Hoffman, KSC professor and
chairman of the English department who
was at KSC when the 1963 name change
occurred, said he saw no drastic shifts after
the 1963 name change and that internal
changes are a very slow process.

"With the change of name, I think there
was a growing perceptual change in what
we did," Hoffman said.
He said the change occurred very slowly
and that there were no immeditate changes
in the English departments curriculum.
"The name change took place in the early
60's, but the full affect of the change was
not felt until the 70's," Hoffman said.
He said there were huge increases in enrollment after the 1963 name change. But
the name change to KSC was not the only
reason for the rapid growth in enrollment.
All across the country the baby boomers
were coming of age.
"This meant substantial growth in col-
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Budget Rates
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* Meeting rooms up to 250 people
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* Outdoor heated pool
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Kearney, NE 308-234-2541
Reservations 800-652-7245
Fax Number 308-237-4512

Fort Kearne,,Y. Inn
I-80 Exit 272 P.O. Box 1688
Kearney, NE 68847

tion in Nebraska statute, where they did not
as "schools."
Dr. Sam Reno, Dean of Business and
Technology, said he also secs the tighter relationships with the other universities resulting from the transition as beneficial.
Reno said examining the programs at
UNO and UNL and looking at how they interface with programs already in place here
should bring about a more refined program
for the College ofBusiness and Technology
in the end.
Reno addressed the issue of accreditation, saying he feels more avenues will be
available for accreditation with the ensuance of university status. He said he feels
the possibility exists for extended accreditation opportunities.
Dr. Doyle Howitt, Dean of Continuing
Education and External Programming, said
he believes the transition serves the institution's best interests.
He said the university system, as a scholarly community, has developed a base
from which UNK can learn a great deal and
move to an even higher level of
expectation.
He said he feels UNK can accomplish
higher goals without losing sensitivity to
the state's needs.
"We have established ourselves as an institution sensitive to state needs in terms of
availability of facilities for learning, particularly in out-state regions," Howitt said. "I
don't foresee changes there."

lo

'

Howitt concurred with the other academic deans in his views on increased coordination and collaboration with other system
campuses.
He said he thinks the closer working relationship between the campuses will enhance the off-campus instruction program
as well.
According to Howitt, a transitional task
force comprised of UNO, the Nebraska
Medical Center, UNL, UNK and Agricul tural Extension staff members developed a
UNICOORD agreement, which spells out
the necessity and goals of greater coordination between campuses in the university
system.
He said, however, the agreement has not
yet been approved by the Council of
Academic Officers or the Board of Regents .
It will go before them for approval in late
summer.
Dr. Kenneth Nikcls, Dean of Graduate
Studies, said he too sees the transition to
university status as an overall positive
change.
One change incurred by the transition deals with the university system's higher standards for graduate teaching qualifications.
As a result, current staff members will be
reviewed over the next five years to be sure
they meet those standards, Nikels said.
"I don't object to new expectations and
requirements of our staff as long as we get
the same support from the system as UNO
continued on page 7

stable progress

lege enrollment," said Dr. Charles Pickens,
KSC professor and chairman of the department of mathematics and statistics, who
was also at KSC in 1963.
Pickens said the growth was complimented by the Vietnam War.
"What was your choice, either you go to
college or go to war," he said.
KSC experienced a name change on October 21, 1963. It was a name change only.
The college remained under the same board
of governors.
The change to UNK, however, is more
complicated. The transition includes
changes in policy and procedure.
In 1963, KSC was reorganized from

eight divisions into five schools. With the
present transition, today's six schools will
become Colleges of Education.
In 1963, Nebraska's teachers colleges
were functioning as state colleges.
"So we said, 'call us what we are,"' Pickens said. "We had all these other degrees,
we should be a state college."
In 1991, Pickens said KSC is saying the
same thing.
"We have a comprehensive enough
program, and a graduate program, we need
to be called what we are, and that is a university," he said.

ngratulations UNK!
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New logo greets UNK
By Elyse McShaw
Staff Writer

CONGRATULATI ONS

Symbols have come and gone at institutions, and now the University ofNebraskaKearney has acquired a new symbol as it
enters university status.
UNK has for the first time decided to design, adopt and register an official logo, according to Dr. Leonard Skov, dean of the
education department at UNK.
Skov said three different logos have been
decided upon: a signature line, which will
be printed on college catalogues and other
publications; the UNK logo, which appears
on letters fro m the college, T-shirts and
other items; and a round logo to be used in
places where a regular logo would be
inappropriate.
Skov said Virginia Brost, who has left
UNK and now works in Gothenburg, along
with a number of artists, designed the official logo.
Skov said Brost met with the chancellor's administrative counci l and tried to get
ideas of what was desired in a logo. Skov
said bits and pieces were taken from different designs that she brought to the meeting.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT KEARNEY

.......................... .
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

.....

BEFO RE GRADUATING FROM OUR
NEW UNIVE RSIT Y~ SEE US FO R
COMPLETE RESUME' AND
CREDENTIAL SERVICES,

..............................
♦

♦

•

♦

•

♦

♦

•

♦

♦

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES
MEMORIAL STUDENT AFFAIRS BUILDING
(308) 234-8501

In a second meeting, the designs were decided upon .
Skov said since the logo is officially registered, a license is needed to reproduce
the logo if it is not for the use of the
university.

~-~#
~~

UNIVERSITY OF NEB RASKA AT

£"

Skov said the logo idea, although it is registered, may not be set in stone.
"We have to expect to see, the first time
through what particular idea the logo transmits," Skov said. "If we're not getting the
right ideas across, we' ll have to change it."

Teach your kids it's
easier to never start.
It's up to you to provide
the info rmation they need to
say no to drugs ...Call

1-800-648-4444

·· · · .,.
:i/ •

VitaHty Cente
~-.-::::,

y•

'11 .

Fitness and Tanning
214 W~ 39th 237-7879
located below House of Barbers

it

"UNK's favorite package beverage store"
*Discount Prices *Case Discounts
*Kegs *Fine Liquors & Wines & Beers

Specials]--------Mon. - Fri. 9-8 Sat. 9-2

.

Bi .
ngratulati
UNK!

Bud, Light, Dry

Burati Asti

$11.49

$4.99

Loose case

Coors, Light, Dry

Bacardi Breezers

$11.69

$4.99

Loose case

Bartels and Jaymes
wine coolers

$3.99
1016 E. 25
Kearney, NE 68847

_;r J/1r

~

Phone 237 -78
Emmett 237-5
Don 234-2233

¼\.

750 ml

Seagrams
wine coolers

$3.99
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continued from page 5

and UNL," Nikels said.
He also said that the university system
has a policy that graduate studies tuition
should cost at least 25 percent more than
undergra duate studies.
At present, Nikels said graduate studies
cost five percent more than undergra duate
studies, so tuition for graduate studies will
rise graduall y over the next four years to 25
percent more than undergra duate studies.
Dr. Leonard Skov, Dean of Educatio n,
said looking to the year 2000, whoever is
here will conclude that this event was extremely importan t to the developm ent of
this institution.
Accordin g to Skov, one change taking
place in the College of Eucation is the way
that graduate program s are administ ered to
graduate students . He said the approval process for new graduate program s will take
longer and be more difficult because they
must go through an addition al level for
approval .
" Any time we suddenly become accountable to someone else, it will change the way
we operate, " he said.
While all of the academi c deans said they
believe the transition from KSC to UNK to
be in the school's best long-term interests,
more immedia te disadvan tages do exist.
All of them said that the number of
changes that must be made will require increased support staff and funding.
Howeve r, in light of the recent state-wid e
educatio nal budget cuts, the task becomes a
very difficult one.
Accordin g to Dr. Nikels, the graduate
teaching staff has new expectat ions in the
area of laborato ry research .
The universit y system expects staff to
devote time to laborato ry research , but the
budget cuts make hiring more peopl e to instruct c lasses so others can spend time researchin g very difficult, he said.
Nikels said UNO's graduate instructors,
for example , carry average teaching loads
of six to nine hours. Graduat e instructors at
UNK carry a minimum 12-hour load, he
said.

Becker-T heye said this is a very hazardous time because of budget cuts.
"When you have more money, it doesn't
mauer as much if you make a mistake when
making changes ," Becker- Theye said.
"When you have no money, mistakes arc
much more costly."
Howitt said that though budget cuts affect continui ng educatio n and external
program ming during this time of change,
no reductio n in curriculu m offered will be
made.
He said he is concerne d that as KSC becomes UNK, off-camp us program expectations will be higher in terms of offering
more courses from which to choose.
"Staffing and funding will be an excruciating experien ce," Howitt said.
Accordin g to Bertilson, the College of
Natural and Social Sciences must deal with
the same problem .
"Many changes will cost money we
don't have, yet the changes are proper, appropriate and useful," he said.
Reno said he sees the buget cuts as a hinderance to change, but he also sees another
possible disadvan tage.
He said trying to be all things to all people might be a disadvan tage of becomin g a
universit y if it is not examine d early on.
"As an institution, if you try to service or
be involved in too many types of things in
the beginnin g, you won't do anything
well," Reno said.
Reno said he thinks autonom y of individual units must be maintain ed so that certain things that should not be changed are
not changed .
Skov said time shortage s make his job
difficult.
" The university system loves to have
meetings and often schedule them in Lincoln at times convenie nt for those in Lincoln. We have to drive 125 miles to get
there," he said.
Skov said that he thinks this situation
will improve over time, however .

Tuition hike ah ea d- continued from page 4
for lower state funds in Kearney , tuition is
still lower than UNL and UNO.
UNK's tuition increase of 11.1 percent is
the highest in the universit y system as
UNL's tuition for residenti al undergra duates for 1991-92 was bumped by seven percent, raising the cost per credit hour to
$57.25. UNO's tuition jumps 8.9 percent,
raising the cost per credit hour to $51.75.
Howeve r, even with the increase, Kearney's credit hour rate will be $45 this fall.

There is also a IO percent tuition increase
planned for the 1992-93 school year.
Despite tuition increases, UNK Chancellor William Nester said he doesn't think
student enrollme nt will be affected.
"Student s recogniz e that Kearney remains one of the biggest bargains ," Nester
said. "Raising tuition is a major disappointment, but the costs to the students is fair.
The portion that is unfair is that the biggest
part of the funding should have come from
the state."
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Normal School conception complicated
By Cindy Johnson
Staff Writer
There were heated debates, heated discussions, and heated editorials. All of them
focused on Nebraska's expansion of higher
education.
This, however, wasn't the 1991 transi_tion of the Kearney institution into university status, but the 1903 legislative decision
to authorize the location of a second normal
school in Nebraska. The first normal school
was located in Peru.
According to Philip Holmgren, retired
Kearney State College professor of history,
the Nebraska legislature in March 1903 authorized the education commission to issue
invitations for bids.
"What will you offer us for locating the
institution in your community," was the
state's message to the 15 towns that submitted bids. The State Board of Education visited all the prospective communities during
the summer of 1903.
"In September, the board met at Peru and
after 111 ballots, Kearney was selected on a
four to three vote to be the next location,"
Holmgren said.
In his book, "Kearney State College
1905-1980," Holmgren documented the
details leading up to the historical vote.
Because the only state normal school
was located in eastern Nebraska, it was "extremely inconvenient for many teachers in
Nebraska who desperately needed the additional training offered by a normal school,"
he wrote.
W.K. Fowler, state superintendent of instruction in 1903, suggested, among other
things, that Kearney trade its Industrial
School for Boys (Youth Development Center) with the State Normal School at Peru.
This met opposition and it was decided the

state provide a second normal school.
The school would be under the jurisdiction of the State Board of Education. After
the legislature's amending process was·
completed "the House Roll No. 1 was
passed on March 26, 1903, and sent to Governor Mickey for his signature," Holmgren
wrote.
It stated the governments appropriation
was $50,000 (not the original $100,000),
and the site had to be west of a line five
miles east of the 98th meridian (placing Aurora and CentrarCity within the favored
area).
It also stated the Board would select the
site and the original $10,000 cash or bond
offer was eliminated.
Communities vying for the school were
Alliance, Ainsworth, Long Pine, Fairfield,
Central City; Lexington, Ord, Kearney,
Gothenburg, Broken Bow, St. Paul, Hastings, Holdrege, Aurora, and North Platte.
Each community was convinced it was
the logical site. Some thought Kearney and
Hastings would be handicapped because
there was already a state institution located
in their communities. Hastings had the state
mental hospital.
The possible economic impact provided
incentive for many communities to become
involved in the bidding process.
Holmgren said Kearney's presentation to
the Board was its strong point. It included
not oniy support from the businesses, but
also from the churches and individuals.
Kearney also prepared railroad schedules showing its availability. The city
argued that a person could travel from any
part of Nebraska to Kearney in one day.
The community also offered good, clean
water, the Green Terrace dormitory, and the
minimum land and money required by the
legislature.

...-.:1..
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Taken in 1905, this photo shows workers putting on the finishing
touches around the administration building.
Newspapers, according to Holmgren,
were big promoters for their communities.
But after Kearney was designated the new
site for the normal school, the editorial reviews were mixed.
The Central City Democrat said,
"Kearney gets the new normal and therefore Kearney is to be congratulated."
The Beatrice Sun wrote, "Kearney is
very favorably located upon two leading
railroads of the state, it is well equipped to
take care of the normal. It is a good clean
town, a healthy place to live, and one where
the moral tone will be what is desired."
The Aurora Sun reported, "From a moral standpo~nt the board have selected the
worst ~ -the ~ntire list of fifteen towns. A,

place that is noted the state over for its dominating saloon element and grafters in behalf of houses of prostitution.
"It certainly seems that it is not to be the
town that offered the best inducements and
clean surroundings, morally, that should be
entitled to this school, but the town that
could show the least cash, the greater numberof saloons, greaternumbers of houses of
prostitution and ungodly surroundings,
should win this state prize, an institution
that you desire to have your boys and girls
attend to procure an education.
"All things considered morally and
otherwise the board selected practically the
worst as far as present and future educationcontinued on page 13

Latest transition differs from past changes
By Cindy Johnson
Staff Writer
Not only is Kearney State College going
through the transition of a name change, it
is also facing a transition of governing
boards, a unique situation to the institution's 86-year history.
According to Philip Holmgren, retired
KSC history professor and college historian, the institution has seen three past name
changes and one past change in government. The last governmental switch was in
1910.
"That was a very painful experience,"
Holmgren said.
As KSC experienced growing pains, it
also experienced name changes. Holmgren
emphasized that the current name change
will reflect what the institution already is.
"KSC has been a university for some
time in the way we look at universities in
the 80's and 90's," Holmgren said. The desire, he said, was to get the name to reflect
what the institution was.
The original name of the Kearney institution in 1905 was the Nebraska State Normal
School of Kearney.
Holmgren said in order to better define
the role of the institution, its name was
changed in 1921 to the Nebraska State
Teachers College at Kearney.
In the 1900's, a normal school represented the last two years of high school and
the first two years of college. Normal
schools did not give degrees,y"et by 1915, a

Take the UNK quiz challenge
So you think you know everything
there is to know about the college at
Kearney? Well, we challenge you to
take this short quiz about some events
that have happened over the past 86
years at the college.
Answers are provided on page 12.
(In true academic fashion, you will be
graded at the end of the quiz.)
1. How many college presidents has
the Kearney institute had?
2. What faculty member has served
the longest stint at the college?
3. Who was the first person ever to
receive a master's degree from the
college?
4. What is the oldest building on
campus that is still in use today?

greater emphasis was placed on college degrees, Holmgren said.
Because degrees were being offered, he
said the 1921 name change only reflected
what already existed within the institution.
Since 1949 Nebraska State Teachers
College offered more than teaching

5. What national political figure
visited ,the college campus in May,
1968?
6. What . year was the library renamed the Calvin T. Ryan Library?
7. What year were the Centennial
Towers dedicated?
8. In athletics, who was the last
Kearney athlete to earn 12 letters as a
Loper?
9. Who was the first Kearney baseball athlete ever to be drafted by a professional team?
10. In 1964, one of the college's
teams became the first Kearney team
to win a national championship. In
what sport did that occur?

degrees.
"From that time on, it was not _just a
teacher's college," Holmgren said. "Kearney State College reflects that change."
All four of the state colleges, Peru, Wayne, Chadron and ~SC, were under the jurisidiction of one governing ~ard. When the

name .of one college changed, they all
:::hanged.
"They (the governing board) wanted
them the same, treat them all equally," he
,aid. "Of course, it's not Kearney, Peru,
Wayne or Chadron's school, it's Nebraska's school. It (the colleges) just happens to
be located there."
Enrollment has increased dramatically
over the past 30 years. In 1961, NSTC
topped 2,000 students for the first time, and
by 1970, there was 5,890 students.
After a drop in the early 70's, enrollment
was up to nearly 7,000 by 1979. By 1990,
KSC had topped the 10,000 mark.
Holmgren said nothing magical happened on July 1 that transformed us from
one institution to another. He said the
change has already happened.
The first change of direction toward university status occurred in 1969.
"At that time, they moved the institution
from divisions to schools," he said.
It was a university-type setup. "We
moved," he said, "from seven divisions to
four undergraduate schools and a graduate
school."
The last 10 years, Holmgren said, have
shown a maturation of the whole program.
"It has taken aggressive leadership for
the change which helps us recognize what
we have," he said.
"It was a teacher's college before the
name change and it was a state college before the name change. ln both cases, the
name changes reflected what they were."

c ·a mpus celebrates dawn of new era _
"This is a milestone
for the University of
Nebraska-Kearney,
it's a milestone for
the entire university."
-Dr. Martin Massengale

Photos by
Dana Toberer
Gene Schinzel
Mike Bechtold

Gov. Ben Nelson presents the proclamation to Board of Regent John Payne of Kearney. Dr. Martin
Massengale looks on.
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UNK Chancellor William Nester addresses
the crowd Monday at the Carillon.

Student senate president Bob Caldwell, left, and Steve Stromp
discuss matters at the ceremony on Monday.
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Celebrate Wi h the Univer, ity

t

Spencer Brown enjoys his
lunch on the lawn east of the
Carillon Belltower. The outdoor lunch was part of the
festivities on Monday .
With a banner proclaiming the
change from Kearney State
College to the University of
Nebraska-Kearney, about 100
people gathered to participate
in the fun walk on Monday.
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KSC Blue/Gold Golf Day

Gridiron star has Loper number retired
By Gene Schinzel
Managing Editor
Fonner Kearney State College football
standout Randy Rasmussen knew he would
be the center of attention June 4 when he returned to his alma mater as celebrity guest
for the third annual Blue/Gold Celebrity
Golf Day at the Kearney Country Club.
But what Rasmussen didn't know was
that by the end of the day, he would become
only the second KSC athlete ever to have
his number retired.
Rasmussen, a former Honorable Mention All-American at KSC and a professional football standout with the NFL's
New York Jets, was bestowed the honor by
University of Nebraska-Kearney athletic
director Dick Beechner and former KSC
football coach Al Zikmund after the golf
tournament was finished.
The only other Loper athlete to receive
such an honor was Tom Kropp for his accomplishments on the basketball court.
Kropp is currently co-coach for the Loper
basketball team .
Rasmussen also made history for being
the first guest celebrity who graduated from
KSC in the history of the three-year event.
In past celebrity golf day tournaments,
\he guests were former Oklahoma football

coach Barry Switzer in 1989 and former
Missouri football coach Warren Powers
and Milwaukee Bucks center Jack Sikma in
1990.
Rasmussen, who graduated from Elba
High School before attending KSC, played
offensive tackle for Zikrnund. The Lopers
enjoyed enormous success during Rasmussen's four years as they racked up a 31-6
record.
When Rasmussen began his career with
the Jets, he was switched to offensive left
guard.
Rasmussen spent 15 years with the Jets,
highlighted by a victory in Super Bowl III
in 1969 over the heavily-favored Baltimore
Colts.
Rasmussen played 207 games during his
pro career, which is second in Jet history in
games played to the team's current placekicker, Pat Leahy.
"The key to having a long career is don't
get hurt," Rasmussen said. "What ends
more careers is a serious injury and I was
fortunate enough to avoid that."
He said even though salaries are higher
today, the game isn't much different today
than it was 20 years ago.
"The game hasn't changed, but the one
thing that has changed is the athletes," Rasmussen said. "They keep getting better and

Former Loper football player Randy Rasmussen, left, and former KSC
coach Allen Zikmund stand with the latest retired Loper number.
better each year."
Today, Rasmussen is involved in the insurance business in Connecticut, where he
now resides. During the fall, he works for
PIA Radio Sports of Chicago commentating college football games. Last season, he

Title causes little change for sports
By Bob Lauterbach
Staff Writer
The Kearney State College name change
to the University of Nebraska-Kearney has
had little or no effect on recruiting, but according to some UNK coaches, the transition from NAIA to NCAA Division II has
left scheduling in shambles.
Many of the UNK coaches said instead
of the name change being the most significant change which has affected scheduling,
it is the fact that UNK has gone from NAIA
to NCAA Division II.
Last season was the first time UNK was
eligible to compete in NCAA Division II
playoffs.
Claire Boroff, UNK head football coach,
said the transition from KSC to UNK probably isn't the biggest factor in attracting recruits, but becoming an NCAA Division II
team will play a bigger role in attraction.
Boroff said along with a diploma from
. UNK comes more prestige than one from
KSC, and that may be one thing that might
help out in recruiting.
Boroff said one of the biggest problems
for the football team is not having a conference to play in. In past seasons, KSC has
participated in seven or eight conference
games a year. But now the team has to shoot
for eleven games in a season with no
conference.
Boroff said the team has certainly had
it's eye on a few _conferences, and hopes to
have a conference a few years down the
road if possible.
Boroff said he feels that a couple of the
positive a~pects of the transition include the
new spotts complex and the Cushing Colle-

sium renovation.
"One aspect that docs hinder recruiting is
the lack of a good football stadium," Boroff
said. "The stadium we do have is a bit
outdated."
Lyle Claussen, KSC men's cross country
and track head coach, says the transition has
had little effect on his team and if anything,
there may have been a small · budget increase due to KSC's climb to Division II.
Claussen said the biggest affect that this
transition has made is the fact that the team
has to travel much further to meets. The
team lost their annual NAIA District 11
meet, which was usually held at a college
not further than a two-hour dri ve.
Claussen gave the example of travelling
to Fargo, N.D., for the regional meet.
Claussen said Wayne State and UNO are
the closest schools in the district, and UNO
doesn't even have a men's track or cross
country team.
"The competition has become much
more difficult, and the qualifications (for
nationals) are harder than ever before,"
Claussen said.
He said that at last year's indoor national
meet, KSC took three men. Of the three,
there were two All-Americans. Claussen
said that he thinks if KSC had gone to the
NAIA meet, they would have taken a minimum of 11 men and had eight AIIAmcricans.
At the outdoor meet, KSC took two competitors and came back with one AllAmerican. Claussen said had they gone to
the NAIA meet, he thought they would
have taken 11 or 12 men with a chance of
having six or seven All-Americans.
Dan Wurtz, UNK wom~m's basketball

head coach, said the transition from NAIA
to NCAA Division II may cause some
teams to drop UNK from their schedules
because the losses may hurt their district
ratings.
Since NCAA competition doesn't count
against their ratings, teams such as Peru and
Hastings may continue to play against
UNK.
"If only two teams in the state will play
you, your looking at 24 out-of-state
games," Wurtz said. "We've worked on the
schedule since August 1990 and here we
are in June and it's still not complete."
Wurtz said the team has to have at lea st
18 Division I or II games in order to be eligible for a playoff spot, and since KSC has
not been in a conference for the past three
years, it makes it quite difficult to obtain
these games.
"Sixteen or 18 games are usually taken
care of when your team is in a conference,"
Wurtz said .
Wurtz feels that the transition carries a
lot of community support. Although he
feels that funds are inadequate because
more money is needed for travel, he said
that in the long run it will get better and
better.
Wurtz said that he didn't think there
.would be much of a negative side to the
transition, and that it would help to compete
with higher level teams.
"If your going to be a university, you
should pretty much be NCAA," Wurtz said.
Jerry Hueser, UNK men's basketball cohead coach, said at this point, there isn't
much of an indication whether or not the
transition will help or hurt the team.
continued on page 11

worked mostly Big 10 and Southeast Conference games.
Beechner has tentatively scheduled Jim
Mora, head coach of the NFL 's New Orleans Saints, as the celebrity guest for next
year's Blue/Gold Golf Day.

Vallin heads
to mini-camp
By Garland Bryant
Staff Writer
Going out of a Kearney State College uniform and into the uniform of a
Cincinnati Bengal is one of the transitions taking place for former Loper
football standout Travis Vallin.
Vallin, a wide receiver who caught
51 passes and eight touchdowns for
KSC last season, is headed for summer camp with the NFL's Cincinnati
Bengals.
"The day that I had to go to minicamp at the end of April was one of the
scariest days of my career," Vallin
said.
Vallin said the mini-camp was even
harder since he was from a small
school and was playing with people
who play before millions on national
television every Sunday.
Vallin was a standout athlete in
high school at Long Island, Kan. He
earned 12 letters in football, basketball and track during his high school
athletic career.
Vallin also excelled as a sprinter on
the KSC track team. In 1990, he
earned NAIA All-American honors,
and this May he finished third in the
400-intermediate hurdles at nationals
in the NCAA Division II meet.
Vallin reported for mini-camp
again at the end of June. He'll report to
summer camp in the middle of
August.
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Successful past part of Loper athletics
season, the Lopers had played in Cushing
Coliseum since 1961.
The coach that has brought the KSC basketball program to prominence is Jerry
Hueser.
Currently UNK's co-coach, Hueser has
over 400 wins to his credit, and his team's
represented District 11 in the NAIA national championship in Kansas City 12 times,
including every year from 1978 to 1987.
The top performances by the Lopers in
Kansas City included a runners-up spot in
1978, falling to Grand Canyon in the finals,
and a fourth place finish in 1982.
Hueser has coached six NAIA AllAmericans, including his co-coach Tom
Kropp, who was not only drafted by the
Pittsburgh Steelers for his work on the gridiron, but was also by the Washington Bullets of the NBA and the Denver Rockets of
the ABA.
The women's basketball program has
been coached by only two people Connie Hansen from 1968-1981, and Dan
Wurtz, who took over for Hansen and is still
coaching the Lady Lopers.
The women's basketball team enjoyed
their best seasons in l 986 and 1987 when
they racked up 21-7 and 21-9 records , respectively. LaNell Cox, who played for
KSC from 1984-87, is the all-time career
scoring leader with 1,508 points.
The Normal School baseball team was a
hit right off the bat. Kearney amassed 13-1
and 13-3 records in 1906 and 1907, respectively . But in 1920, the program was discontinued until 1961.
For the past 19 years, Guy Murray has
been the Lopers head coach and has captured over 400 victories with KSC.
The baseball team won the NAIA district
title from 1974-78. One player of note during that period was Ken Vergith, who

By Gene Schinzel
Managing Editor
As the name change is being made from a
state college to the University of NebraskaKearney, the sports programs hope to enjoy
as much success as a university as they did
as a college.
As a Nonna! school, the Kearney football team began its tradition in 1905. But
that year's team not only went winless for
the season, but also failed to score a single
point.
But the team enjoyed its first winning
season in 1910, and after 1935, Kearney has
amassed 44 winning seasons with four
NAIA playoff trips. The team has only six
losing seasons during that span.
The most successful Loper coach was
Allen Zikmund, who coached Kearney
State from 1955-71. Under Zikmund's
helm, the Lopers rolled up a combined for a
121-32-3 record. KSC was undefeated with
9-0 records in 1956, 1958 and 1967.
In 1958, Kearney outscored its opponents 389-42, including drubbings of Wayne State, 56-0; Dana, 73-13 ; and Concordia
71-0.
KSC went to the NAIA playoffs in 1963
after a 9-0 season, but lost in the first round
to Prairie View A&M, 20-7 .
A former All-American who played for
Zikrnund, Claire Boroff, took over the head
coaching job in 1972, a job he continues to
hold today.
The team continued to excel with Boroff
as coach, producing winning seasons in his
first 11 campaigns. The Lopers made the
NAIA playoffs in 1977, 1979 and 1980.
The Kearney basketball team has come a
long way since playing its games on a dirt
floor in 1911. Before playing their home
games in the Health and Sports Center la st
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continued from page 10
One of Hueser's main concerns is the
budgeting. Hueser said the budget has always been tight, with a five-percent cut every year.
Hueser said that being an NCAA team,
the budget will be better than that of an
NAIA team. He also said recruiting may be
helped by being a university rather than a
state college.
"Some may think they would have a better chance for meclical school or law school
opportunities if they attend a university,"
Hueser said.
UNK volleyball coach Rosella Meier
said her team hasn't seen much of a signif-

icant change yet in the transition.
"Down the road maybe, but not until the
word gets around," Meier said.
Meier said the transition to a university
would probably have the most affect on •
out-of-state recruits.
Dick Beechner, UNK athletic director,
said being a university would make it easier
to sell the school when it comes to
recruiting.
"KSC has had an outstanding athletic
program for many years. This could serve
as a good foundation for years ahead,"
Beechner said.

Beach Volleyball

Zuba's
Pants
T-Shirts
Shorts

Fluorescent
Volleyballs

Electric
Beach

PROJECT

~)

Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. &
Sun.-Frl. 8 a.rra.-10:30 p.m.

Nike Agua Socks
and Sandals
Pants
T-Shirts
Shorts

Title change

Hilltop Plaza
3905 2nd Ave.
237-9236

Summer Fun Headquarters

~~Sim

ions in 1990 in Brian.Hagan in 118, and Ali
Amiri-Elisia at 150.
Track first appeared at the Kearney
Teachers College in 1923. The first athlete
to receive recognition beyond Nebraska
was Frank Lydic, who placed ninth in nationals in 1929.
In the NAIA national meet, Clayton
Scott won the two-mile run in 1954 and
1955. Other national meet winners include
Merlin Lawrence in the pole vault in 1961,
Hylke van der Wal in the 3,000-meter steeplechase in 1962, Dennis Dukesherer in the
pole vault in 1967 and Michael Sobieszczyk in the high jump in 1970.
In recent years, the KSC cross country
and track teams have had All-Americans
such as Donna Spickelmicr, Joe Schumm
and Travis Vallin.
Swimming, at one time, had both a men 's
and women's program, and while the men's
has been dropped, the women's team continues to program strong seasons under current Coach Joan Bailey, who has guided the
swim team for the past 27 years.
With Bailey as coach, the swim team in
the late 1960's and earley 1970's finished
high in the national meets. In more recent
times, KSC boasted five All-Americans in
1990 as the team placed in the Top 10
nationally.
Both the golf and tennis programs started
to field teams in 1938. Both programs have
enjoyed success, winning a number of area
titles as well as earning trips to national
meets.
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Expires July 18, 1991.
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Hilltop Laundry
2 for 1 washers

hurled three no-hitters in 1975.
Some Loper baseball players who went
on to play in the minor leagues include
Frank Ryan, Chuck Schnoor, Tom Bales
and Scott Erickson.
Softball started at KSC during the
1970-71 academic year, but the most success for the team has been accomplished in
the past four years as the team has brought
home two national championships.
The softballers won titles in both 1987
and 1990. In 1990, pitcher Susan Johnson
was selected as a first-team All-American
after racking 30 wins, striking out 352 batters in 240 innings.
Phyllis DeBuhr, who pitched for the
Lady Lopers from 1985-88, won 33 games
in 1987 and has the KSC career record for
wins with 80.
When you think of Kearney State volleyball, one name comes to mind - Rosella
Meier. Meier has been head coach of the
Lady Loper volleyball team every year but
one since 1968.
Meier has collected over 600 career wins
at KSC, never finishing with a losing record. She took the Lady Lopers to four
NAIA championship in the 80's, finishing
third in 1980, fourth in 1982 and seventh in
1981.
Last season, competing in the NCAA Division II ranks for the first time, Meier
guided KSC to a 40-1 mark.
Wrestling started at KSC in 1963. Since
1980, the team has had 15 different AllAmericans, inclucling two national champ-
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2501 30th Ave. (W. highway 30 & YDC Road)
Phone 236-6894
Open 7 days a week

Sizzling summer specials

Exercise to energize!
2 month membership

$40
Includes: Aerobics, exercise
equipment, and toning tables
"l free tan with membership
purchase

L _
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Beat the heat!

7

$15
5 sessions
l O sessions $30
$25
2 week unlimited pkg.
(expires after 14 days)

· 1 free tan with student ID
and co.upon
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expires 7-30-91 ___ _J L __ expires 7-30-91 __ _J
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How was the
challenge?

Follett's
Campus
Be>e>:&cste>r~

SAVES YOU CASH
EVERYDAY !
Nowvou

Earn Ext~ c

-

dit

with

No Ext~ work!
... and SAVE an EXTRA Way!

Extra Credit
Dollars say,,
"Thank YOU

SAMPLE

How do you think you fared from the
quiz on page 8? Here's the answers from
the UNK quiz.
1. There have been seven presidents for
the college. In order, they are: A.O. Thomas
(1905-1913); George S. Dick (1913-1918);
George S. Martin (1918 -1 936); Herbert L.
Cushing (1936-1961); Milton Has sel
(1961-1971); Brendan McDonald
(1972-1981); and William Nester
(1983-present).
2. Carrie Ludden served for the college
for 48 years from 1906-1953. In 1961 , a
new residence hall was named in her honor.
3. Don Briggs received the first ma ster' s
degree in 1957. Briggs had a nearly 40-year
association with the Kearney institute,
teaching Engli sh and journalism and serving as public relations director and sports
information director. Briggs retired from
the sports information director post las t
·
year.
4. Copeland Hall is the oldest building. lt
was built in 191 8.
5. Former President Richard Nixon visited KSC in 1968.
6. On October 31, 1963, the library was
renamed the Calvin T. Ryan Library.
7. The Centennial Towers got there
names in honor of the 100th birthday of the
state of Nebraska in 1967. The residence
halls were constructed between 1965 and
1967.
8. Gene Armstrong, who earned his letters between 1954 and 1958, was the last
person to earn 12 athletic letters. The only
other person to accomplish this fate is Doyle Fyfe.
9. Rich Osentowski was drafted by the
Minnesota Twins in the late 1960's to become the first professional sports draftee.
Rich's son, Jared, was drafted this summer
by the New York Mets.
10. The bowling team bought hom e the
hardware as the first national championship
team in the college's history.
The scoring system for the quiz is:
If you answered three or less correctly,
better go back to the books.
If you answered four to seven correctly,
you must be a Kearney graduate.
If you correctly answered eight or more,
you must bleed blue and gold.

Congratulations

For Every $20 You Spend, Receive 1EXTRA CREDIT DOLLAR
Spend Them on ANY Merchandise on Your Next Visit

UNK!
The Solid Rock

congratulations

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT KEARNEY
We Enjoy Serving You!

iiDm.
IIJ[il

CIC

"The Christian
Workers Dept. Store"

Kearney, NE
234-9813
800-652-9371
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Normal School
continued from page 8

Welco me
toUN K
T he Antel o p e Bookstore
Come & visit UNK's official bookstore
for all your UNK clothing & gift items.

al needs are concerned."
The Ord Quiz wrote, "The farce entitled
the new normal school in which the Normal
School Board were the chief comedians has '
at least ended, at least as far as their acting is
concerned.
"The closing act of the comedy was the
location of the normal at Kearney, and the
funny part of the play was the fact that the
four men who placed it there knew from the
start it would go to Kearney after all junketing trips had been had and the banquets offered had been sampled."
With Kearney winning the balloting, the
second Normal School of Nebraska had become a reality. The land had been given and
the buildings provided.
The legislature, which met every other
year, had not appropriated funds to operate
the institution. Therefore, the beginning

classes were not until the summer session
of 1905.
The original salaries of faculty were
from $1,350 to $2,100. The president's sal.
ary was $3,750.
A.O. Thomas was voted as the first president. The institutions first summer session
didn ' t have buildings yet remodeled.
Holmgren wrote in his book, "The first
classes held by the Normal School of Kearney would be held in the Kearney High
School from June 19 to July 28, 1905. The
first two days of fall classes were also held
at the Kearney High School."
'There were no floors on the halls ... We
had little furniture on hand at that time, and
little equipment of any kind. Our enrollment so far exceeded our expectations that
we were compelled to double our supplies
by subsequent orders, but during all of this
time the two or three hundred students enrolled were considerate in the extreme."

(308) 234-3030
In the Nebraskan
University of Nebraska at Kearney
Kearney, NE 68849

Summer store l1ours:
Monday-Thursday 8:30am to 4:30pm
Friday 8:30am to 12:00pm

APHRODITE
HAIR SALON

Have no time to get Tan outside?

Try a short time inside
at the Suntana Sun.
The Suntana Sun Tanning Bed.
2211 Central Ave.

234-1948

Celebrate
in style!
March on down to Brown's Shoe Fit
and give your feet something to ce lebrate.
As UNI< makes changes for your future,
Brown's is changing to keep you in style.
We are constantly upd ating
because as the seasons change,
so do the styles in shoes.
We want you to celebrate in style.
,.,••-.,.:.••.J"v·"',~ So stop at Brown's Shoe Fit.
• ;-' We'll help your feet make a change.
..,r..__-.
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Construction
continued from page 2

II
r---- ----- ,
607 W. 39th

Kearney, NE

234-6769
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I

: $3.oo Off :

I
I
1Any large pizza with 1

I coupon and UNK I
I
student I.D.
1
1

I
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"The campus is wired in a 'loop system'"
said Shane Higgins of Kayton Electric.
"The loop system gives the campus a backup capabi lity that it didn ' t have before."
Smith said the aesthetic quality of the
campus will be enhanced because all overhead lines will be removed.
All of NPPD sub-sta tion equipment,
wire, transformers and switch gear will be
replaced nex t summerb y NPPD. Smith s:i icl
the new system wi ll be more rcli:ibl e. The
equipment in use now is more th:in 30 years
old, Smith sa id.
The first buildings to be brought on-line
will be University Residence South with
additional buildings being brought on over
the next 14 months.
The estimated cost of the project is $2.3
million which includes work for the computer system.

Will be
open all
summer.
Open Seven Days A Week
234-6163
Student. Union

Antelope/Dana Toberer

Lena Ba_zan perfor".1~ ~uring the play " Black Elk Speaks" at the Great
Platte River Playwrights Festival. The festival will take place through
Aug.3.
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Welc onte
to the
first suntn ter at UNK
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1214 W. 24th
234-4232 -
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)> Free f
Coors, Coors Light __·'.4_
..,,_, 1
_ _~_
-____: . -.__ ✓_fA
._~:-_-r_-/"_'
-~

\)~ 1

----1

Kearney Clinic
Kearney Clinic, P.C.
Kearney Sports Medicine Center
211 West 33rd Street • P.O. Box 670
Phone 237-2141 • Area Code 308
Kearney, Nebraska 68848

& Extra Gold
$5.57 12-pk cans
Bud, Bud Light, Bud-Dry, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Miller, Miller Lite,
Genuine Draft, Genuine Draft Light

$11.39 Cold loose case

Old Milwaukee & Old Milwaukee Light-- -----....

$8.73 Cold loose case

Purple Passion _____ _____ _____ __

$4.99
Bartles or Seagrams
Wine Coolers

2-liter

------v .~---- -----u
$3.99 4-pk

Party Balls

$17.99

Each , free ice
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KSC nursing department
holds weekend reunion
By Stacy Hughes
Staff Writer

rather than UNK. The clinical aspect of the
nursing classes also causes the tuition for _a
nursing student to be $51.25 per credit
hour unlike the $45 for other students.
N~well said in order to keep up with the
university system, the campus needs to
have a better communications system.
"I sometimes spend up to three hours on
the phone talking to the main office at
UNMC, discussing curriculum, paper
work, staffing and funding for the college
of nursing," Newell said.
..
Newell said she feels the compet1t1on
will increase between the students and they
will have the opportunity for the campus of
their choice.
All students however, will have to apply
and be accepted to that division of the University's Medical Center. Last year, _60 students applied to KSC college of nursing and
only 27 were chosen.
.
According to Newell, the nursing students of KSC hold a real pride and respect
toward their college of nursing.
"That right there proves KSC had a great
nursing program," Newell s_aid.
.
There are plans for an informational
meeting at UNK about the transition process to the University of Nebraska's Medical Center on Sept. 9.

With the last graduating class from the
Kearney State College nursing department
having left, the nursing department had its
all-class reunion June 22.
This spring was the last graduating class
from the KSC nursing students. The college
of nursing will be known as the University
of Nebraska Medical Center College of
Nursing, in correspondence to KSC becoming UNK.
Since 1980, KSC has had 290 students
graduate from the nursing PTO!:p'~~UNK is the now the fourth d1v1s1on of
UNMC College of Nursing. Students now
have the choice of completing their bachelor of science in nursing degree in Omaha,
Lincoin, Scottsbluff or Kearney.
According to Patty Newell, director of
the UNK nursing department, the changes
from KSC to UNMC are going to be difficult, but the long-term outlook is very
positive.
"The main objective of the whole department is to make sure our students keep
well-informed on all the changes during
this transition," Newell said.
However, the current nursing students
will graduate with UNK on their certificate
and then the UNK department will be
phased out by December 1994, Newell
said.
According to Newell, there arc many
changes which will take place in the nursing college.
The changes include the nursing students
will have to apply for financial aid and
scholarships at Omaha's Medical Center

Read the
Antelope
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Coors Light
Coors-Gold
Bud-Dry
Bud Light
Miller-Lite
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Coolers
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HAIRCUTS - $6.50

PE~~Ts~~!;~~/9$~~.oo
(includes cut, style-long hair or
spiral perms by consultation)

HIGHLIGHTS - $20.00
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Old
Milwaukee

g.77
Reg. or Light

Loose
Case

Windsor
Canadian

12.99

1. 75 liter

Burati

Asti Spumante

4 _99
750ml

Boone's Farm
Wines
750ml
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Case

2005 1st Ave.
Kearney
237-2121
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ottle Barn
Discount
Liquor
Next to U-Save
234-3220

UNK students:
receive a
15% discount

annin

$1.99

1615 2nd Ave

TOLLEFSEN - ELLIOT
Lumber & Home Center
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The Antelope
wishes you well.
We're proud to be the official paper
for the newest member
of the University of Nebraska.
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Bookstores make change
By Debbie Hurt
Staff Writer
Pencils, papers, books - and sweatshirts. All arc pretty popular items in a college students' life.
It seems that becoming part of the university system surely wouldn't change the
role of these items , but beneath the etched
in initials and puffy bright colors, change is
anticipated.
Follelt's Campus Bookstore and the Antelope Bookstore have been preparing their
stores for the name change. Both stores
have had Kearney State College items on

A proud part of the American way

sale since late March, and except for some
pencils and notebooks, there's not a lot to
remind students of KSC.
Eric Fields, manager of The Antelope
Bookstore, said they plan on keeping some
Alumni KSC sweatshirts in stock for a few
years, but if you're a student now, there's
not a lot to hold on to.
If you have browsed through either store
this summer, you know they've taken out
the old and have brought in the new.
Besides the inventory change, The Antelope Bookstore has been busy changing its
logo, its address to a few hundred vendors
and of course, its advertising bookbags.

Bob's Apco
Total performance gasolines.
Smooth power from true energy.
Make your next fill-up APCO.

,.- .li· ~ B·eautiful Weddings
Begin At
..

I

...

Bob's APCO Service
1616 2nd Avenue
234-1941

Ruter's Bridal
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. Our weddin& consultants in the lower level will

i .

Jieip.yoii.select:beautiruJ weddini fnYitatious and
announcements.

! .,

· They offer ,ou the 1aJiest selection of invitations
:it 15 % off. Invitations that Jet you expres, the
mood you wish ID~rspedal day.

\

OFTHE

The area's Jartatinventory of bri4a) zowns

ud bridesmaids drmes allows joa to-plan

four weddin& aJ'OIIDd your budcet,

In addition, we arry a Jarie seledioll of
"dresses .ror mothers and nower pis. Plus
. shoes, jewelry, and all ,our weddin& ac:cenories.
. .We also offer spedaI discmmts to all brules
who do their ·complete weddin& with us.
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Hours:
Mon.• Sat.
9:30-5:30
Thurs.
9:30-9:00
S..a.
1:00-4:00
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COOKIES
2123 Canmsl Awe.. Kearney c.ntre

Make a Smile

,----------7

(FLAVOR).

~a
-~ .

· It's one of
many delicious
flavors of the one & only
Blizzarde flavor treat.
Try one.

~fl}

~t~-J~;'ll~

for your buck!

rslg Appl;~t;i; Pa-;-s7
Take the one who is
already bored with summer.
to Kearney's new indoor
miniature golf course.

DinkY- Links
orthridge Plaza 39th 7 Centara
Across from Hinky Dinky
7-1237M-Fl-10Sat12-11Sunl-8

I
July 3-7
I
Includes:
I 2 games of bowling w/shoes
I 1 round miniature golf
I
1 go-kart ride
:
$11.25 value
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At participating Dairy Queen• Brazler- Stores.
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Big Apple
Fun Center
~pen daily_ _ _ _ _ ~oon-~~

WI TIIAT YOU IIGHTe
Dairy Oueen9 stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children.
.
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